
Virtual Fall Programming October-December
Mondays-
L4L (600-800pm)- An interactive, team oriented, life skills and leadership building program for high
school youth. The program is built to engage youth and give them the tools to become successful leaders
in their communities.

Tuesdays
Torch Club (530-630pm)Torch Club helps kids develop leadership skills and self-esteem in a respectful,
diversified environment. The program also offers the opportunity to give back to others and gain a sense
of responsibility that comes when young people make their own decisions. A small group experience
facilitated by an adult mentor, Torch Club serves as a launch pad for pre-teens before joining the
Keystone program.

Bend and Friend (630-730pm) Bend and friend is a positive workout and social space for youth 13+.
Together we encourage each other to reflect and reach our personal goals both physically but in other
areas of life. From casual yoga sessions to upbeat cardio workouts these sessions get both our minds and
bodies active!

Wednesdays
Puzzle Club (500-600pm)- Together we work on big virtual puzzles together! Every week we crown a
“Puzzle Royal” who gets to choose the puzzle's theme/ image for the following week.

CUT AND PASTE: Kids Edition (500-600pm)- Cut and paste is a group art therapy program for members
9-12 (with some exceptions). This pilot program is led by a mindfulness based art therapist and teaches
participants all about how the brain works and how arts, crafts, mindfulness, and pro-social interaction
can help lead healthy and fulfilling lives. Additional registration required for this program.

Thursdays
Space Club (530-630pm) - Curious about the cosmos? Ever wonder what life is like beyond the clouds?
Dream of being a space explorer? Us too! Join us every Thursday while we explore the stars, planets and
beyond! Space suits optional.

CUT AND PASTE: Youth Edition (630-800pm) Cut and paste is a unique virtual art therapy pilot series
offered by a professional art therapist. Each week members are invited to explore the healing properties of
art through the exploration of different art mediums and creative processes. During these sessions
members are invited to strengthen their coping skills while connecting with other youth.

Saturdays
Walk This Way (1100-1200pm)- This walking program promotes physical activity and learning by
encouraging young people to explore their community on foot. Participants take long treks to surrounding
points of interest, spending time exploring landmarks and neighbourhoods along the route and learning
what makes each week’s destination unique.


